


« Shadow captivates and takes possession of the viewer,
like a dream disturbing escaped from an imaginary burning fever. 

Here is an experiment and an exciting cinema proposal. »
Jean-Philippe Bernard, Le Matin Dimanche

« The singularity of a project is sometimes a guarantee of success. 
Poetic and experimental  essay, Shadow, like the films by Cocteau

or Isidore Isou, only looks like itself. »
Pascal Gavillet, Tribune de Genève

« A  dreamlike,   sensual  and   scary   dive  into  a  mental   forest, embodied   
by   Asia   Argento   and   her   daughter   Anna-Lou   Castoldi, 

and   crossed   by   a   powerful   music. »
Nicolas Julliard, Espace 2 

« An unclassifiable film, hypnotic, wadded and claustrophobic 
with a magnificent synchronicity between images and music. » 

Olivier Francey, Radio Lac

« A magnetic film. The art of Pascal Greco and Philippe Pellaud
values itself by the fascination of their images in weightlessness,

using all the artifices of filming and editing. » 
Mathieu Loewer, Le Courrier

« An intense experience, strongly incarnated by Asia Argento
and Anna-Lou Castoldi. »
Mathieu Gruel, Ouest France

« An enveloping and hypnotic atmosphere like a spell,
a unique sensory experience. »

Roberto Nepoti, La Repubblica

« 35 minutes of pure happiness, a thrilling, frightening
and moving intrigue with one of the most beautiful

soundtracks of 2019. »
 Bester Langs, Gonzaï



Asia Argento, Anna-Lou Castoldi
Shadow

Release of Shadow
March 27 at 7pm (UTC) 2022
On Vimeo in free access 

Trailer

The synopsis
« A teenage girl finds herself lost in a deep forest. She seems to be in danger 
and tries to find her way. As we follow his long descent to madness and his 
struggle to try to contain it, a new character appears in a monochrome and 
spooky space. A strange link seems to link these two characters…
This dreamlike escape, confrontation between the world of the «sensitive» 
and that of the «intelligible», poses a multitude of questions about our own 
condition. »

The movie
Shadow is a film by Pascal Greco & Philippe Pellaud
With Asia Argento & Anna-Lou Castoldi
Music by Kid Chocolat 
Production by PREC Publishing & Pascal Greco 
Duration : 35 minutes 

www.kidchocolat.ch 
www.pascalgreco.com

https://vimeo.com/498453639
http://kidchocolat.ch/
https://www.pascalgreco.com/
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